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• Have you thought about broadening
your advice to better meet the evolving
needs of your clients and patients?
• Today we will review the pillars of
wellness and how to translate them into
best helping your patients and clients in
every setting.
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Beryl Krinsky,
MBA, MS, RDN, LDN
• Passionate about delicious and healthy food
• Focused on healthcare prevention
• Founder & CEO of B.Komplete – a holistic
corporate wellness firm
• Founder & Director of Komplete Business
Dietetic Internship – a business-focused DI
• Client success with healthy lifestyle practices
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History of Wellness
Ayurveda
(3,000-1,500 BCE)
Holistic approach that
strives to create balance
between the body, mind,
and spirit to prevent illness.
It is unique to each
individual and incorporates
yoga and meditation.

2021

Traditional
Chinese Medicine

Hippocrates
(460 – 370 BCE)

Cultivating harmony in one’s
life to achieve health and
wellbeing. Acupuncture,
herbal medicine, qi gong, and
tai chi.

Focused on preventing sickness
rather than just treating it and
believe that diet, lifestyle, and
the environment can cause
disease.

(3,000 - 2,000 BCE)
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History of Wellness
19th Century

20th Century

21st Century

New healthcare practices that
focused on self-healing,
holistic approaches, and
preventative care.

The “wellness movement” was
started by Dr. John Travis, Don
Ardell, Dr. Bill Hettler- models of
wellness and wellness
assessment tools.

Known as the tipping point.

Homeopathy, osteopathy,
chiropractic, and naturopathy.

2021

It was taken more seriously by
the medical, academic, and
corporate worlds in 1980-2000.
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Now wellness is a very
commonly used term.
As obesity and chronic diseases
continue to rise, more
governments and medical
establishments were focusing
on prevention and wellness.
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Case Study:

Improve population health
Firm owner believes in wellness and prevention. Wanted to
help improve the employee overall health.

Engineering Firm

Employee group
Ages 20 – 50’s. Mostly men. Busy schedule with frequent
travel. Health considerations: BP, Chol, BF% and smoking.

Wellness programming
Monthly events with a holistic focus. Bi-annual health
screenings. Individual coaching and tracking. Stress
reduction education. Incentives for participation.

Results
• 100% of employees maintained or improved their
mental health
• 88% of employees improve their body composition
• 83% of employees maintained or improved exercise
frequency
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• 78% of employees maintained or improved energy
levels
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Pillars of Wellness
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Physical

Emotional

Intellectual

Social

Spiritual

Vocational

Financial

Environmental
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Pillars of Wellness:
Physical
Body

Types of
Exercise

Prevention

Awareness
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Pillars of Wellness: Intellectual
Expanding knowledge and
sharing knowledge with others

2021

Pursue personal interests

Cherish intellectual growth and
stimulation

Stay curious

Explore issues related to problem
solving, creativity and learning

Challenge your mind
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Pillars of Wellness:
Emotional
Feelings
Self

Awareness
Take on challenges, take risks, take responsibility for your
actions, manage your life in personally rewarding ways

2021
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Pillars of Wellness: Social

2021

Make connections

Positive impact on health. Connections
with friends, family, coworkers, neighbors,
& romantic partners are all important. Look
for ways to get connected with those
around you.

Self care

Take care of yourself while also taking care
of others. Find ways to practice self-care
before taking care of the needs of others.

Be active

Go out in the community and connect
with others who share your interests. Find
ways to socialize while getting involved.
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Pillars of Wellness:
Spiritual
Yoga

Meditation

Mentoring

Travel
Volunteering
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Spiritual wellness can be described as one’s sense of
purpose, life meaning, and sense of awareness
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Pillars of Wellness: Vocational

2021

Choose

Find a career that aligns with your values,
beliefs, preferences, and interests

Explore

Explore different career paths and
opportunities for your advancement

Understand

Relationship between your career choice and
other areas of your life including social
relationships and family

Develop

Effective job-related skills in time management,
organization, assertiveness, listening and
motivation

Increase

Awareness of the career opportunities available
and those that you can create
Prescribing Wellness
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Pillars of Wellness:
Financial
Personal
Accountability

Education

2021
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Pillars of Wellness: Environmental

Relationship between
environment and self

2021

Awareness of our
impact on the earth

Commitment to a
healthy planet

Prescribing Wellness

Consider sustainable
energy options
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Bringing Wellness Education into Your Practice:
Clinical

Perform wellness
assessments

Goal development
with patients
2021

Teaching a wellness
model

Developing personal
wellness plans with patients

Explain pillars of
wellness

Equip providers with ability
to present holistic wellness
with every patient
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Bringing Wellness Education into Your Practice:
Community

Hosting
conferences

Establish a walking
club or community
project
2021

Offering wellness
assessments

Access of resources
on the pillars of
wellness
Prescribing Wellness

Providing/partnering with
yoga & meditation

Mini seminars on pillars of
wellness
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Bringing Wellness Education into Your Practice:
Counseling

Offering wellness
assessments

Walk through
sessions on all
pillars of wellness

Developing personal wellness
plans with clients

2021

Short and simple case
studies on past client success
with wellness

Goal development
with clients
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Example: Wellness Assessment
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Usually

o Physical: I engage in regular physical activity
o Intellectual: I manage my time well, rather than time
manging me
o Spiritual: I feel like my life has purpose and meaning
o Social: I consider the feelings of others and do not act in
hurtful/selfish ways
o Emotional: I am resilient and can bounce back after a set
back or disappointment
o Environmental: I recognize the impact of my environment
on my health
o Vocational: I get personal satisfaction and enrichment from
my work
o Financial: I live within my means and save wisely
2021
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Case Study:

Technology Firm

Introduce health to population
Driven by HR. Many employees smoked, did not exercise,
did not eat healthfully, etc.

Employee group
Ages 20 – 50’s. 50/50 men/women. Very sedentary workforce.
Health considerations: BP, Chol, Cancer, BF% and smoking.

Wellness programming
Monthly events with a holistic focus. Annual health
screenings. Individual coaching and tracking. Stress
reduction education. Incentives for participation.

Results
• 57% of employees doubled their exercise frequency
• 64% of employees decreased or maintained lower
stress levels
• 66% of employees improve nutritional habits
• Employee feedback
2021
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Team Considerations
Introducing pillars of wellness to your work team
Communication

Discussion

o Introduce the concept and
the strategy with your team

o Ask for feedback and ideas
o Introduce consistent
communication through
emails, trainings and
presentations
o Be available to answer
stions and share

2021
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Provider Resources

Continuing
Education
National Wellness
Well Coaches
Core Wellness
Pryor Learning
Wellness Assessment
2021

Books

Websites

Apps

The Mind Gut
Connection

NIH Complementary
Health

Headspace

John’s Hopkins
Complementary Health

Happify

Psychology Today:
Imposter’s Syndrome

Good Budget

Wellness Assessment

Wellness Assessment

The Power of Now
The Sleep Revolution

Wellness Assessment
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Sleepcycle
Streaks
Mint
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Summary
• Learn more about the Pillars of Wellness
• Physical
• Emotional
• Intellectual
• Social
• Spiritual
• Financial
• Vocational
• Environmental
• Develop your Wellness Toolkit
• Bring Wellness Education into each
Counseling Session
• Engage your Team and Share Resources
• Establish collaborations with additional
Wellness Providers
20XX
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Test Your Knowledge
Question 1: Which pillar of wellness focuses on expanding your
knowledge and skills while discovering ways to share your gifts
with others?
a) physical
b) intellectual
c) vocational
d) social
Question 2: Which pillar of wellness is associated with personal
satisfaction and enrichment derived from one’s work?
a) financial
b) emotional
c) environmental
d) vocational
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Question 3: How long have wellness practices been around?
a) 3000 BCE
b) 19th century
c) 20th century
d) 21st century
Question 4: Which pillar of wellness is associated with regular
exercise, good nutrition, and abstaining from drug/alcohol
abuse?
a) environmental
b) emotional
c) physical
d) intellectual
Question 5: Which pillar of wellness focuses on managing
your resources to live within your means?
a) intellectual
b) financial
c) vocational
d) environmental

The Pillars of Wellness
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